
Drawing from a background in literature, Minne Kersten develops large-scale 
installations, videos, sculptures and drawings that function as the scenery of  
a fictional world. While hoarding materials and techniques in her studio, works  
either grow in parallel to each other or intertwine and become interdependent.  
By engaging somatically with organic and artificial materials — touching, rubbing, 
shaping, pinching etc. — unforeseen accidents happen that often retain a certain 
fluidity. Thus, a set for a video work can itself become a sculpture, and other works 
keep on taking new forms or functions. 

Leak (2020) is a space-consuming installation the edges of which are 
formed by laundry racks on which still life compositions are made with amorphous 
objects that echo a domestic environment. While the objects appear to be ‘drying’, 
they could also have been abandoned to be weathered and marked by changing 
atmospheric conditions.

In the centre of the room the surface of a container-like construction is  
covered by muddy stains caused by leaking water. On the outside of this construction 
air-conditioning units remain dysfunctional, creating a noticeable stillness: over 
here, circulation has temporarily come to a halt. Inside we find a cramped cabin 
where a video work plays that portrays water as an entity with a changeable character. 
From its controlled usage in domestic hygiene and care, it becomes unpleasant when  
pipes leak and other lifeforms start to germinate. The water swells, moves uncon- 
trollably and turns what once seemed sturdy into something helpless and fragile, 
thereby making attachments visible right before they snap. The environment that 
we enter looks like an actual home, but was built in the artist’s studio to create a 
time capsule that will only persist as a video. 

While Kersten closely scans this environment with her camera, we become  
aware of the pots and towels that have been placed by someone as a final effort to  
stop the flood. At other times a spectral presence seems to enter the stage, moving 
through bodies and architecture, leaving signs for those willing to receive them.  
While Kersten’s work can be seen as a personal way to deal with the past, it resists  
any retelling that simplifies a lived experience. Instead, Leak offers a site of specula- 
tion where a period of mourning and feverish creation — or feverish creation as a 
form of mourning — temporarily crystallises.
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Studio view, set for the video Leak (2020)


